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Abstract Tasks that precede a recognition probe induce a
more liberal response criterion than do probes without
tasks—the “revelation effect.” For example, participants are
more likely to claim that a stimulus is familiar directly after
solving an anagram, relative to a condition without an ana-
gram. Revelation effect hypotheses disagree whether hard pre-
ceding tasks should produce a larger revelation effect than
easy preceding tasks. Although some studies have shown that
hard tasks increase the revelation effect as compared to easy
tasks, these studies suffered from a confound of task difficulty
and task presence. Conversely, other studies have shown that
the revelation effect is independent of task difficulty. In the
present study, we used new task difficulty manipulations to
test whether hard tasks produce larger revelation effects than
easy tasks. Participants (N = 464) completed hard or easy
preceding tasks, including anagrams (Exps. 1 and 2) and the
typing of specific arrow key sequences (Exps. 3–6). With
sample sizes typical of revelation effect experiments, the ef-
fect sizes of task difficulty on the revelation effect varied con-
siderably across experiments. Despite this variability, a con-
sistent data pattern emerged: Hard tasks produced larger rev-
elation effects than easy tasks. Although the present study

falsifies certain revelation effect hypotheses, the general
vagueness of revelation effect hypotheses remains.

Keywords Recognition . Cognitive illusion . Revelation
effect

Judgments can change on the basis of the activities directly
preceding them. In the context of recognition experiments,
Watkins and Peynircioglu (1990) discovered that revealing a
word letter by letter (e.g., _ p_ _ _→ _ p_l_→ ap_l_→ ap_le
→ apple) increases the perceived familiarity of the revealed
word relative to a word presented intact (see Aßfalg, 2017, for
an overview). This revelation effect also occurs when a task
preceding the judgment is unrelated to the recognition probe
(Westerman & Greene, 1996). For example, directly after
solving a simple addition problem (e.g., 256 + 412 = ?),
participants are more likely to claim that a word (e.g., apple)
appears familiar compared to a word preceded by no addition
problem (Niewiadomski & Hockley, 2001). In general terms,
the revelation effect represents an increase in “old” judgments
following a preceding task (task condition), relative to a con-
dition without a preceding task (no-task condition).

Criterion shifts and task difficulty in recognition
memory

Recognition memory is commonly described in terms of the
participant’s sensitivity—the ability to discriminate old from
new items—and the participant’s criterion—the point above
which an item appears familiar enough to be called “old”
(Macmillan & Creelman, 2005). The revelation effect repre-
sents a within-list criterion shift: In a list of randomly
intermixed task and no-task trials, the criterion is more liberal
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in the task trials as compared to the no-task trials. Subsequent
to the discovery of the revelation effect, other within-list cri-
terion shifts have been identified. For example, in Rhodes and
Jacoby’s (2007) study, participants provided recognition judg-
ments for words that appeared either on the left or the right
side of the screen. Unknown to participants, the words on one
side of the screen were mostly studied words and the words on
the other side of the screen were mostly unstudied words. In
this situation, a criterion shift appeared: The participants’ cri-
terion was relatively liberal for the side of the screen with
mostly studied words and relatively conservative for the side
of the screen with mostly unstudied words. Similarly, Singer
and Wixted (2006) found within-list criterion shifts when the
retention interval varied across test items: Items tested imme-
diately after study received a more conservative criterion than
items studied two days before. Surprisingly, the within-list
criterion shifts disappeared when Singer and Wixted com-
pared immediate testing with a 40-min delay—still a strong
experimental manipulation. Unlike these within-list criterion
shifts, the revelation effect occurs after brief preceding tasks
such as solving an anagram. In our experiments, participants
typically solve an anagram in about 15 s.

To explain the revelation effect, Hicks and Marsh (1998)
argued that participants apply a more liberal criterion to the
hard task condition than in the relatively easy no-task condi-
tion. This argument partially rests on work by Hirshman
(1995) who investigated the impact of list-strength manipula-
tions on criteria. For example, Hirshman found a more liberal
criterion for weak items in a pure list of weak items than for
weak items in a mixed list of weak and strong items. Because
participants should have worse memory for a pure list of weak
items than for a mixed list of weak and strong items, this
outcome suggests that hard recognition tasks produce more
liberal criteria than easy tasks. Similarly, Hirshman found a
more liberal criterion for strong items in a mixed list of weak
and strong items than for strong items in a pure list of strong
items. Because participants should have worse memory for a
mixed list of weak and strong items than for a pure list of
strong items, this outcome again suggests that hard recogni-
tion tasks produce more liberal criteria than easy tasks. The
hypothesis that hard tasks produce liberal criteria also predicts
the more liberal criterion for test items after a two-day delay
than immediately after testing in Singer and Wixted’s (2006)
study. After a two-day delay items are harder to recognize than
after immediate testing, again producing a more liberal
criterion.

Task difficulty and the revelation effect

The idea that the difficulty of the preceding task induces a
liberal criterion as compared to the no-task condition is part
of the decrement-to-familiarity hypothesis (Hicks & Marsh,

1998). Hicks and Marsh proposed that the preceding task ac-
tivates memory traces that are related to the stimulus in the
preceding task. This activation is assumed to persist at least
until the recognition judgment, in which the activated memory
traces compete with the recognition probe. This competition is
further assumed to increase the difficulty of the recognition
judgment, and participants react to this increased difficulty by
applying a more liberal criterion than in the no-task condition.
From these assumptions it is straightforward to derive the
prediction that hard preceding tasks should be more likely to
produce a liberal criterion in the task condition compared to
easy preceding tasks. Thus, hard preceding tasks should also
be more likely than easy preceding tasks to produce a revela-
tion effect.

Hard tasks should also produce a larger revelation effect
than easy tasks according to the discrepancy-attribution
hypothesis (Whittlesea &Williams, 1998, 2000, 2001), which
states that participants perceive the preceding task as relatively
harder than the judgment. Hard tasks require mental effort,
which participants constantly track metacognitively as vary-
ing levels of fluency (Oppenheimer, 2008). Fluency—the ease
and speed of information processing—serves as a heuristic
cue for judgments such as recognition, truth, or aesthetical
pleasure (Alter & Oppenheimer, 2009; Jacoby & Dallas,
1981; Reber, Schwarz, & Winkielman, 2004). These judg-
ments relate to fluency in everyday life. For example, a stim-
ulus that a person often encounters will increase the fluency
with which this person processes the stimulus in the future.
Recognition judgments that rely on fluency will therefore tend
to be accurate. However, because of the close link between
fluency and several judgment types, fluency can be
misattributed to the wrong source. For example, participants
judge masked words as less familiar than unmasked words,
arguably because the masking reduces the fluency with which
participants process those words (Whittlesea, Jacoby, &
Girard, 1990).

The discrepancy-attribution hypothesis further specifies
that not all fluency will cause misattribution. Instead, ob-
served fluency must be discrepant from expected fluency to
cause misattribution. For example, Whittlesea and Williams
(1998) found that participants judge easy-to-pronounce non-
words (e.g., hension) as more familiar than hard-to-pronounce
nonwords (e.g., jufict). Arguably, for nonwords, expected flu-
ency is lower than for words. However, pronounceable non-
words violate the expectation of low fluency, thus causing a
misattribution of fluency to familiarity with the nonword.
Some have argued that, in revelation effect experiments, flu-
ency discrepancy occurs between the preceding task and the
recognition probe (Bernstein, Whittlesea, & Loftus, 2002;
Whittlesea & Williams, 2001): When participants encounter
the relatively hard preceding task, they set an expectation of
low fluency that is discrepant with the relatively high fluency
with which they process the recognition probe. On the basis of
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this assumption, relative to easy preceding tasks, hard preced-
ing tasks should be more likely to cause a discrepancy and,
therefore, a revelation effect.1

However, not all hypotheses suggest that task difficulty mod-
erates the revelation effect. According to the criterion-flux
hypothesis, the preceding task disrupts working memory, tem-
porarily removing important test-list information such as the
proportion of studied items (Hockley & Niewiadomski, 2001;
Niewiadomski & Hockley, 2001). Hockley and Niewiadomski
suggested that participants apply a liberal default criterion under
these circumstances. Until the next trial begins, participants re-
store the original conservative criterion. Thus, the criterion is in
constant flux between a liberal criterion in the task condition and
a conservative criterion in the no-task condition. Niewiadomski
and Hockley (2001) found equally sized revelation effects when
the preceding task included a single anagram as compared to
two anagrams in quick succession. The authors concluded that
“Two problem tasks would not generally result in a larger effect
than only one preceding task, because, usually, one task would
be sufficient to displace list context from working memory”
(Niewiadomski & Hockley, 2001, p. 1137). Thus, according to
the criterion-flux hypothesis, there is a low threshold for the
disruption of working memory that, once crossed, will trigger
a revelation effect. This suggests that manipulations of task dif-
ficulty are unlikely to moderate the size of the revelation effect.

Similarly, the global-matching hypothesis suggests that
task difficulty does not moderate the size of the revelation
effect if the preceding task and study-list items are dissimilar
(Westerman & Greene, 1998). According to this hypothesis,
the preceding task increases the activation of study-list mem-
ory traces. Following the rationale of global-matching models
of memory, this additional activation is assumed to contribute
to the experience of familiarity (e.g., Clark & Gronlund,
1996). Consequently, participants provide more “old” re-
sponses directly after the preceding task than without. In prin-
ciple, a difficult preceding task could activate more memory
traces than an easy task. However, the hypothesis also predicts
that the preceding task has to resemble the study-list items in
order to produce a revelation effect. When Westerman and
Greene did not find a revelation effect for verbal material in
the study list and a math problem as preceding task, they
concluded that the math problem did not sufficiently activate
study-list memory traces. In most of the present experiments,
the study-list items and the preceding task are unrelated. Thus,
according to the global-matching hypothesis, we should not
observe a revelation effect in these experiments.

Consequently, task difficulty should not moderate the revela-
tion effect.

Empirical evidence for the effect of task difficulty
on the revelation effect

Although some of the aforementioned revelation effect hy-
potheses predict a positive correlation between task difficulty
and the size of the revelation effect, the empirical evidence
mostly contradicts this prediction. Peynircioğlu and Tekcan
(1993) found no correlation between anagram solution times
and the tendency to respond “old” in a recognition judgment
directly following the anagram. Further, several studies have
manipulated task difficulty by varying the stimuli in the pre-
ceding task. For example, the revelation effect is equally large
when participants solve five- versus eight-letter anagrams,
transpose the order of elements in three- versus eight-digit
numbers, or perform three- versus eight-letter memory-span
tasks (Verde & Rotello, 2003; Watkins & Peynircioglu, 1990;
Westerman & Greene, 1998). Arguably, preceding tasks with
longer relative to shorter stimuli are harder to solve and, ac-
cording to several revelation effect hypotheses, should have
elicited a larger revelation effect.

Other studies have found higher frequency judgments and
more recognition claims with increasing stimulus length in the
task condition (Bornstein & Neely, 2001; Watkins &
Peynircioglu, 1990) and this has been taken as evidence that
hard tasks produce a larger revelation effect than easy tasks
(Niewiadomski & Hockley, 2001). However, these studies con-
founded the stimulus length manipulation and the task presence
manipulation (task vs. no task): The effect of stimulus length
was analyzedwith the no-task condition serving as a zero-length
preceding task. Although the descriptive results in Bornstein
and Neely’s (2001) experiments suggest a positive correlation
between the size of the revelation effect and task difficulty, the
authors do not report whether this effect is statistically reliable.

Niewiadomski and Hockley (2001) took a different ap-
proach to determine the influence of task difficulty on the size
of the revelation effect. These authors hypothesized that task
difficulty increases not with the length of the stimulus in the
preceding task but with the number of tasks directly preceding
the judgment. Thus, in several experiments, participants either
solved a single anagram, a single addition problem, or two
consecutive tasks consisting of a combination of anagrams
and addition problems. However, the size of the revelation
effect was independent of the number and type of tasks per-
formed. Thus, these experiments showed that task difficulty
did not moderate the revelation effect.

The current data are inconclusive regarding task difficulty’s
role in the revelation effect. We believe that this is partly due
to the choice of task difficulty manipulations in extant re-
search. Take manipulations of task difficulty, for example, that

1 Note that the discrepancy - attribution hypothesis does not specify whether
the revelation effect is continuous or discrete. However, even if the revelation
effect appears in an all-or-nothing fashion, it is possible that the revelation
effect occurs for fewer participants in the easy condition than for the hard
condition. Thus, on the level of aggregated recognition judgments, the revela-
tion effect could be present in the easy condition but smaller than for the hard
condition.
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change the length of the task stimulus (e.g., five- vs. eight-
letter anagrams). It is not clear that it is harder to search for the
solution to an eight-letter anagram than to a five-letter ana-
gram. It is even possible that eight-letter anagrams are easier to
solve than five-letter anagrams, if participants have more ex-
perience with eight- than with five-letter words. An arguably
better approach would be to experimentally control whether
participants practice a task.

A final concern regarding the aforementioned studies is
statistical power. Most of these experiments manipulated task
difficulty within subjects with samples sizes of 21 to 44 par-
ticipants (Bornstein & Neely, 2001; Verde & Rotello, 2003;
Watkins & Peynircioglu, 1990; Westerman & Greene, 1998).
Similarly, in a between-subjects design, Niewiadomski and
Hockley (2001) had between 40 and 45 participants per group.
The mostly negative results in these studies suggest that any
moderating effect of task difficulty on the revelation effect is
likely small and requires larger sample sizes.

The present study

We presented participants with relatively hard versions of
common (Exps. 1 and 2) and novel preceding tasks (Exps.
3–6). We contrasted these hard tasks with highly similar, but
easier versions of the same tasks that allowed participants to
rely on well-practiced skills. In all our experiments, partici-
pants received task and no-task trials within-subjects.
However, we manipulated the task difficulty between sub-
jects: In the hard and easy conditions, respectively, partici-
pants received a hard or easy version of the preceding task.
In Experiments 1 and 2, participants either solved a new ana-
gram in each task trial (hard condition) or received the same
anagram repeatedly (easy condition). Solving an anagram is
the most common preceding task in revelation-effect research
(e.g., Aßfalg & Nadarevic, 2015). In Experiments 3 and 4, we
introduced a novel preceding task in which participants
pressed a random sequence of arrow keys on a computer key-
board (hard condition) or pressed the same arrow key repeat-
edly (easy condition). We repeated this procedure in
Experiments 5 and 6, but here participants always pressed
sequences of two keys that were either random (hard condi-
tion) or included a fixed sequence (easy condition).

Note that hard and easy versions of the preceding tasks in
Experiments 1–6 were identical in almost all respects. Hard
and easy versions of the preceding task required similar cognitive
processes and motor responses. The critical difference is that, as
compared to hard versions, easy versions repeated stimuli and
responses, allowing practice not only with the general character-
istics of the task but also with particular stimulus–response pairs.

Further, assuming that any moderating effect of task diffi-
culty on the revelation effect would be small, we decided to
increase the overall sample size as compared to similar

studies. Instead of a single large-sample experiment, we de-
cided to collect data for multiple experiments with relatively
smaller sample sizes and to combine the result of these exper-
iments afterward to increase overall power. This approach is
partially the result of our decision to use a mixture of preced-
ing tasks to ensure that any effects would not rely on a single
preceding task. Thus, Experiments 1, 3, and 5 included three
different preceding tasks. We were also interested in the rep-
licability of our results. To that end, Experiments 2, 4, and 6
were direct replications of Experiments 1, 3, and 5, respective-
ly. Recently, the replicability of results in psychological stud-
ies has attracted much attention (Open Science Collaboration,
2015). Part of the issue concerns the large degree of uncertain-
ty associated with results in underpowered studies. On the
basis of the mixed findings in the literature, we suspected that
this might be an issue in revelation effect research as well. We
hoped to inform our own research as well as that of others by
illustrating the changes in effect sizes, even in direct replica-
tions, with sample sizes typical of the literature.

Predictions for Experiments 1–6

On the basis of the familiarity-decrement and discrepancy-
attribution hypotheses, we expected that hard preceding tasks
would produce a larger revelation effect than easy tasks. For
example, according to the discrepancy-attribution hypothesis,
participants should process difficult preceding tasks less flu-
ently than the recognition probe. This fluency discrepancy
should further be misattributed to familiarity with the probe,
causing a revelation effect. Conversely, easy preceding tasks
should be processed (nearly) as fluently as the recognition
probe, thus reducing the chance of discrepancy and the revela-
tion effect. Conversely, the criterion-flux and global-matching
hypotheses predict no effect of task difficulty on the size of the
revelation effect. The global-matching hypothesis further pre-
dicts the absence of any revelation effect in experiments with
the arrow-key task (Exps. 3–6). Furthermore, to establish that
the revelation effect depends on task difficulty, the revelation
effect should be larger in the hard than in the easy condition and
the effect in the easy condition should be statistically signifi-
cant. This requirement ensures that the easy condition is not just
functionally equivalent to having no task at all but includes a
genuine but easy preceding task.

Method

Power analysis

We performed power analysis with the software G*Power
(Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang, 2009). In each experiment,
we were interested in the effect of task presence (task vs. no
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task)—a within-subjects manipulation—between two partici-
pant groups (e.g., hard task vs. easy task). Thus, our analyses
focused on the detection of a within–between interaction. To
detect a medium-sized effect (f = 0.25; see Cohen, 1992),
assumingα = β = .05 and a medium-sized correlation between
judgments in the task and no-task conditions of r = .50, the
required sample size was 27 per participant group.We chose a
conservative approach and exceeded this sample size in
Experiments 1–6 (see Table 1). Note that Experiments 1–6
included sample sizes per group that were equal to or in excess
of the sample sizes in other studies that have investigated the
influence of task difficulty on the revelation effect
(Niewiadomski & Hockley, 2001; Verde & Rotello, 2003;
Watkins & Peynircioglu, 1990; Westerman & Greene, 1998).

Participants

Table 1 lists the demographic data of our participant samples
in Experiments 1–6. All participants were US residents re-
cruited via online crowdsourcing sites. Each participant re-
ceived $0.50 (USD) for the 20 min it took to complete the
experiment. We did not exclude any participants from the
analyses.

Material

We used a pool of 130 English eight-letter words retrieved
from the MRC psycholinguistic database (Wilson, 1988) as
the stimuli in Experiments 1–6. The words had a written fre-
quency of more than 50 per million (Kučera & Francis, 1967).

Design

All of the experiments included a 2 (Item Status: old vs. new)
× 2 (Task Difficulty: hard vs. easy) × 2 (Task Presence: task
vs. no task) design with Task Difficulty as the only between-
subjects factor. Our only dependent variable was the recogni-
tion confidence judgment, which we also analyzed in terms of
criterion estimates.

General procedure

Participants provided informed consent and completed the
experiment online at a computer of their choice. Each exper-
iment began with a study phase, in which 40 words appeared
sequentially on the center of the screen for 2 s each. Of these
40 study words, all participants received the same five words
as primacy buffers and the same five words as recency buffers.

After the study phase, all participants practiced the preced-
ing task. The preceding task varied across Experiments 1–6
and is described in the next section. All participants entered
the test phase of the experiment after practicing the preceding
task. The test phase of each experiment included 30 old words
from the study phase randomly intermixed with 30 new
words. Critically, to induce a revelation effect, the preceding
task appeared before half the recognition probes. After the
preceding task, the recognition probe immediately appeared
above a 6-point response scale ranging from sure new to sure
old. Once participants provided their recognition confidence
judgment, a new trial started automatically. Conversely, in the
no-task condition, words appeared without a preceding task
and participants simply provided a recognition confidence
judgment using the same response scale as in the task condi-
tion. The computer randomized which words appeared as old
words, new words, and whether a word appeared in the task
condition or the no-task condition for each participant anew.
After the participants had finished the test phase, they received
debriefing and payment.

Preceding tasks in Experiments 1–6

In the preceding task of Experiments 1 and 2, participants
solved anagrams. Each anagram appeared on the center of
the screen. Below each anagram, the computer presented a
solution code. For example, the anagram esnnuhiswas accom-
panied by the solution code 84732561. The computer
instructed participants that the letter directly above the “1” in
the solution code would be the first letter of the anagram
solution, the letter above the “2” would be the second letter,
and so on. In the present example, this algorithm leads to the
solution sunshine. In the hard condition, participants practiced
the preceding task with the five primacy buffers. Participants
later solved a different, previously unpresented, anagram on
each trial of the test phase. Thus, the hard condition followed
the procedure in a typical revelation effect experiment (e.g.,
Aßfalg & Nadarevic, 2015). Conversely, in the easy condition
participants practiced the preceding task with a randomly cho-
sen word that was not part of the study and test lists. The same
word appeared later on every trial in the preceding task of the
test phase. There was no time limit for solving anagrams, and
each anagram stayed on the screen until participants typed the
correct solution.

Table 1 Demographic data in Experiments 1–6

Experiment N Gender Age

Hard Easy Total Female Male Missing M SD

1 42 42 84 42 37 5 29.42 10.03

2 25 35 60 40 18 2 34.43 11.66

3 40 42 82 49 32 1 34.22 11.72

4 40 41 81 48 26 7 36.61 12.96

5 42 42 84 59 22 3 33.35 12.43

6 34 39 73 50 23 0 35.40 14.69

Total 223 241 464 288 158 18 33.85 12.46
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In the preceding task of Experiments 3 and 4, participants
typed arrow key sequences. In this task, a red rectangle ap-
peared in the upper half of the screen, centered on the hori-
zontal axis. The computer displayed a sequence of symbols
representing the arrow keys on a keyboard. Each symbol
started in the lower half of the screen and gradually moved
through the red rectangle toward the upper edge of the screen.
The symbols appeared at a rate of approximately one symbol
per second. The participants’ task was to press the arrow key
corresponding to the symbol currently appearing inside the
red rectangle. In the hard condition, the computer randomly
determined for each symbol whether it would show the up,
down, left, or right arrow key (Fig. 1A). Conversely, in the
easy condition, all symbols showed the up arrow key
(Fig. 1B). The computer provided accuracy feedback to the
participants by displaying the initial grayscale symbol in yel-
low, after a correct keypress, or in red, after an incorrect or
missing keypress. Symbols reaching the upper end of the
screen disappeared automatically. All participants practiced
the arrow-key task prior to entering the test phase of the ex-
periment. For each participant in the preceding task, practice
ended automatically after 2 min, or once the computer regis-
tered 20 correct keypresses. In each task trial of the test phase,
the preceding task appeared for 10 s. This roughly equaled the
average anagram solution time in the hard condition of
Experiments 1 and 2. Directly afterward, the recognition
probe appeared automatically and the participants provided
their recognition judgments.

The preceding task in Experiments 5 and 6 was identical to
that in Experiments 3 and 4, with the following exceptions. We
did not vary the number of arrow keys. Instead, the participants
in the hard condition received a randomized arrow key sequence
involving only the left and right arrow keys. This sequence was
newly randomized in each task trial, making repetitions of the
same sequence highly unlikely. Conversely, participants in the

easy condition received a repeating sequence involving the left
and right arrow keys: left, left, right, right, left, left, right, right,
and so on. The same sequence appeared for 15 s in all task trials
and in the practice phase preceding the recognition test. We
increased the duration of the preceding task as compared to
those of Experiments 3 and 4 to emphasize the differences be-
tween the random and fixed arrow key sequences. We chose the
left–left–right–right repeating sequence in the easy condition to
ensure that the probability of a switch from the left to the right
arrow key, and vice versa, was on average .5 for both the hard
and easy conditions.

Results2

Preceding task performance

Table 2 lists the participants’ performance in the preceding
tasks of Experiments 1–6. For Experiments 1 and 2, we com-
puted anagram solution times in the hard and easy conditions
as a manipulation check of task difficulty. To mitigate the
effect of solution time outliers, we computed the median in-
stead of the mean solution times per participant. In both ex-
periments, the anagram solution time was considerably slower
in the hard than in the easy condition (see Table 2). To assess
the participants’ performance in the arrow key task of
Experiments 3–6, we computed the average proportions of
correct responses for each participant across all task trials. In
most experiments, participants in the hard condition managed
fewer correct responses than did participants in the easy con-
dition. However, this difference was only significant in
Experiment 4. Overall, the participants had little trouble press-
ing the correct arrow keys. This ceiling effect likely limits the
usefulness of the proportions of correct responses as a proxy
for task difficulty.

The revelation effect

We assessed the revelation effect on the level of recognition-
confidence judgments and within the framework of signal
detection theory (SDT). To determine the preceding task’s
effect on the SDTmeasures in Experiments 1–6, we computed
each participant’s criterion ca = (–20.5s/[(1 + s2)0.5(1 +
s)])[z(H) + z(F)], where s is the slope of the participant’s re-
ceiver operating characteristic in z-space, z is the inverse of the
standard-normal distribution function, and H and F are the
participant’s hit and false-alarm rates (Macmillan &
Creelman, 2005).3 Although it was not critical for present

Fig. 1 Example illustrating the preceding task in Experiments 3 and 4. A
sequence of symbols representing a random sequence of all four arrow
keys (A) or the up arrow key only (B) moved from the lower half of the
screen upward through a rectangle. The participants’ task was to press the
arrow key currently appearing in the rectangle. Panel A depicts the hard
preceding task, in which participants had to press a random sequence of
the four arrow keys. Conversely, panel B depicts the easy preceding task,
in which participants pressed the up arrow key in all task trials. Note that
in the hard condition (A), the left, up, down, and right arrow keys ap-
peared in fixed horizontal positions—from left to right: left key, up key,
down key, and right key

2 The raw data of Experiments 1–6 are available at osf.io/uwrgp.
3 The slope could not be estimated for participants who gave the same re-
sponse in a condition, such as exclusively responding “sure old” to all new
items in the task condition. Consequently, SDT measures are not available for
all participants.
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purposes, we also report each participant’s sensitivity da = [2/
(1 + s)2]0.5 [z(H) – s z(F)]. We computed hit and false-alarm
rates by dichotomizing the recognition confidence judgments.
Judgments ranging from “guess old” to “sure old”were coded
as hits when the noun was old, and as a false alarms when the
noun was new. We further applied Snodgrass and Corwin’s
(1988) correction formula to avoid hit and false-alarm rates of
1 and 0, which would prevent the computation of da and ca.
Thus, we added .5 to the hit and false-alarm frequencies and
divided byM + 1, whereM is the number of old or new items.

Table 3 lists the mean recognition-confidence judgments
and SDT measures in Experiments 1–6 (see the Appendix
for corresponding hit and false-alarm rates). For the sake of
completeness, Table 3 also includes sensitivity estimates.
However, because the revelation effect is typically observed
in recognition-confidence judgments and criterion estimates
(Verde & Rotello, 2004), we will not discuss sensitivity any
further. The revelation effect occurred in all six experiments:
Recognition-confidence judgments were higher in the task
condition than in the no-task condition in all experiments
(all Fs ≥ 6.83, all ps ≤ .011) except Experiment 5, F(1, 82) =
3.46, p = .066. The absence of a main effect of task presence
(task vs. no task) in Experiment 5 can be explained by the
significant interaction between task presence and task difficul-
ty (hard vs. easy), F(1, 82) = 13.99, p < .001, due to a larger
revelation effect in the hard condition compared to the easy
condition. In all other experiments, task difficulty did not in-
teract with the revelation effect (all Fs ≤ 3.77, all ps ≥ .056).
The results for criterion estimates closely mirrored those for
recognition confidence judgments. Criterion estimates were
more liberal in the task condition than in the no-task condition

in all experiments (all Fs ≥ 8.23, all ps ≤ .005)—the revelation
effect—with the exception of Experiment 5, F(1, 82) = 3.79,
p = .055. Again, in Experiment 5, the revelation effect was
larger in the hard than in the easy condition, F(1, 82) = 13.19,
p < .001. In all other experiments, the interaction between task
presence (task vs. no task) and task difficulty (hard vs. easy)
was not significant (all Fs ≤ 3.51, all ps ≥ .065).

On the level of individual experiments, and with statistical
significance as the only criterion, Experiments 1–6 offer little
evidence for a moderating effect of task difficulty on the rev-
elation effect. However, the effect sizes in Table 3 suggest a
different conclusion: The revelation effect sizes were consis-
tently larger in the hard than in the easy condition, with the
single exception of the criterion estimates in Experiment 4.
Figure 2 depicts this data pattern in the effect sizes (Cohen’s
d) of the revelation effect across Experiments 1–6, separately
for task difficulty (hard vs. easy) and response measure (rec-
ognition confidence vs. criterion), along with the combined
effect sizes across Experiments 1–6 (Borenstein, Hedges,
Higgins, & Rothstein, 2009; Cumming, 2012, 2014).4

To make full use of the entire data set and to achieve higher
statistical power, we combined the data of Experiments 1–6 in
an analysis of variance including item status (old vs. new),
task difficulty (hard vs. easy), task presence (task vs. no task),
and experiment (1–6) as predictors of recognition-confidence
judgments and criterion estimates. We included experiment as
a predictor in the analysis to test whether the revelation effect
or its interaction with task difficulty were mainly driven by a
subset of Experiments 1–6. Including the entire data of
Experiments 1–6, a revelation effect emerged for recognition
confidence judgments, F(1, 452) = 54.93, p < .001. This rev-
elation effect was further qualified by significant interactions
with task difficulty, F(1, 452) = 16.01, p < .001, and item
status, F(1, 452) = 7.00, p = .008. These interactions indicated
a larger effect of task presence for hard than for easy tasks and
a larger effect of task presence for new than for old items.
Furthermore, these effects occurred independent of the exper-
iment (Fs < 1). The revelation effect for recognition confi-
dence judgments also emerged when we only included the
participants from the hard condition, F(1, 217) = 60.29, p <
.001. The revelation effect in the hard condition was indepen-
dent of the experiment, F(5, 217) < 1. Similarly, the revelation
effect emerged when we included only the participants from
the easy condition, F(1, 235) = 6.29, p = .01. This revelation
effect was qualified by a significant interaction with item sta-
tus, F(1, 235) = 5.51, p = .02, indicating a larger effect of task
presence for new than for old items. However, the revelation
effect in the easy condition was independent of the experi-
ment, F(5, 235) = 1.48, p = .20.

4 We computed combined effect sizes with a fixed-effects model, as outlined
in Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, and Rothstein (2009).

Table 2 Anagram solution times (Exps. 1 and 2) and proportions of
correct arrow keypresses (Exps. 3–6) as a function of task difficulty (hard
vs. easy)

Mean (SD) Anagram Solution Time (s)

Experiment Hard (Different) Easy (Same) Effect Size [95% CI]

1 14.10 (5.13) 3.94 (3.17) d = 2.38, [1.82, 2.94]

2 12.00 (5.19) 2.92 (1.12) d = 2.63, [1.93, 3.33]

Proportions of Correct Keypresses

Experiment Hard (Four) Easy (One) Effect Size [95% CI]

3 .90 (.20) .95 (.17) d = 0.28, [–0.16, 0.71]

4 .89 (.19) .98 (.05) d = 0.61, [0.17, 1.06]

Experiment Hard (Random) Easy (Fixed) Effect Size [95% CI]

5 .93 (.21) .96 (.15) d = 0.19, [–0.24, 0.62]

6 .95 (.17) .91 (.22) d = –0.21, [–0.67, 0.25]

In Experiments 1 and 2, participants solved different anagrams versus the
same anagram across test trials; In Experiments 3 and 4, participants
typed sequences consisting of four arrow keys versus one; In
Experiments 5 and 6, participants typed random versus fixed sequences
of two arrow keys; The reported effect sizes are Cohen’s d; Anagram
solution times refer to group means based on the participant medians;
To complete Experiments 1 and 2, participants had to solve all anagrams
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These results were closely mirrored by the criterion esti-
mates. Again, a revelation effect appeared, F(1, 451) = 58.01,
p < .001, which was larger for hard than for easy preceding
tasks, F(1, 451) = 14.55, p < .001. Again, these effects were
independent of the experiment (Fs < 1). The revelation effect for
criterion estimates also emerged when we only included the
participants from the hard condition, F(1, 216) = 61.28, p <
.001. The revelation effect in the hard condition was indepen-
dent of the experiment, F(5, 216) < 1. Similarly, the revelation
effect for criterion estimates emerged when we included only
the participants from the easy condition, F(1, 235) = 7.72, p =
.006. The revelation effect in the easy condition was again in-
dependent of the experiment, F(5, 235) = 1.44, p = .21.

In terms of the combined effect sizes in Fig. 2, the
revela t ion effec t for conf idence judgments in
Experiments 1–6 was about five times larger in the hard
condition (d = 0.29, 95% CI = [0.22, 0.36]) than in the
easy condition (d = 0.06, 95% CI = [–0.01, 0.13]).
Similarly, the combined revelation effect for criterion
estimates was about three times larger in the hard con-
dition (d = 0.42, 95% CI = [0.31, 0.54]) than in the
easy condition (d = 0.14, 95% CI = [0.04, 0.24]). Thus,
the combined analysis of Experiments 1–6 supports the
predictions of the familiarity decrement and discrepancy
attribution hypotheses that hard tasks elicit a larger rev-
elation effect than do easy tasks.

Table 3 Mean (SD) recognition - confidence judgments and signal detection theory (SDT) measures in Experiments 1–6 as a function of item status
(old vs. new), task difficulty (hard vs. easy), and task presence (task vs. no task)

Recognition - Confidence Judgments (1 = sure new; 6 = sure old)

Experiment/ Difficulty Old New Combined Effect Size [95% CI]
Task No Task Task No Task

1 Hard 4.32 (0.69) 4.12 (0.85) 3.54 (0.78) 3.21 (0.91) 0.32 [0.15, 0.50]*

Easy 4.08 (0.67) 4.10 (0.73) 3.08 (0.97) 2.90 (0.87) 0.08 [–0.09, 0.25]

2 Hard 4.35 (0.76) 4.11 (0.88) 3.18 (0.81) 2.93 (0.90) 0.29 [0.10, 0.48]*

Easy 4.25 (0.87) 4.16 (0.77) 2.98 (0.93) 2.73 (0.92) 0.19 [–0.01, 0.39]

3 Hard 4.25 (0.74) 4.14 (0.69) 3.18 (0.92) 2.84 (0.85) 0.27 [0.04, 0.49]*

Easy 4.42 (0.69) 4.34 (0.74) 2.88 (0.78) 2.85 (0.73) 0.08 [–0.09, 0.24]

4 Hard 4.54 (0.87) 4.46 (0.82) 3.01 (0.91) 2.70 (0.83) 0.23 [0.06, 0.39]*

Easy 4.41 (0.72) 4.31 (0.79) 2.95 (0.86) 2.79 (0.94) 0.15 [–0.02, 0.32]

5 Hard 4.51 (0.71) 4.21 (0.69) 2.89 (0.73) 2.73 (0.74) 0.33 [0.18, 0.48]*

Easy 4.26 (0.99) 4.41 (0.84) 2.53 (0.81) 2.54 (0.89) –0.08 [–0.21, 0.04]

6 Hard 4.47 (0.79) 4.20 (0.98) 3.33 (0.82) 3.08 (0.81) 0.29 [0.16, 0.42]*

Easy 3.94 (0.94) 3.98 (0.79) 3.15 (0.79) 2.98 (0.93) 0.08 [–0.09, 0.25]

SDT Measures

Experiment/ Difficulty Sensitivity Criterion Criterion Effect Size [95% CI]
Task No Task Task No Task

1 Hard 0.58 (0.63) 0.54 (0.77) –0.21 (0.42) 0.01 (0.45) 0.48 [0.23, 0.73]*

Easy 0.57 (0.66) 0.72 (0.68) –0.04 (0.47) 0.03 (0.42) 0.15 [–0.10, 0.40]

2 Hard 0.85 (0.83) 0.78 (0.84) –0.09 (0.35) 0.13 (0.42) 0.55 [0.15, 0.95]*

Easy 0.84 (0.62) 0.81 (0.65) –0.02 (0.43) 0.10 (0.44) 0.28 [0.04, 0.51]*

3 Hard 0.72 (0.60) 0.79 (0.64) –0.11 (0.49) 0.08 (0.41) 0.43 [0.12, 0.73]*

Easy 0.92 (0.69) 0.98 (0.69) –0.08 (0.35) –0.03 (0.46) 0.11 [–0.12, 0.33]

4 Hard 1.06 (0.71) 1.08 (0.58) –0.16 (0.50) –0.04 (0.44) 0.26 [0.05, 0.48]*

Easy 1.07 (0.72) 0.93 (0.72) –0.09 (0.42) 0.03 (0.48) 0.26 [0.04, 0.49]*

5 Hard 1.06 (0.78) 0.91 (0.68) –0.11 (0.31) 0.07 (0.31) 0.57 [0.27, 0.88]*

Easy 1.09 (0.83) 1.10 (0.81) 0.10 (0.37) 0.04 (0.35) –0.15 [–0.40, 0.10]

6 Hard 0.71 (0.83) 0.82 (0.86) –0.26 (0.35) –0.08 (0.44) 0.43 [0.18, 0.68]*

Easy 0.51 (0.77) 0.59 (0.79) 0.00 (0.45) 0.07 (0.43) 0.15 [–0.14, 0.45]

Effect sizes (Cohen’s d) refer to the size of the revelation effect (i.e., comparison of task vs. no task) for recognition - confidence judgments and SDT
criterion estimates. * p < .05
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Discussion

Some revelation effect hypotheses predict that hard and
easy preceding tasks elicit equally large revelation ef-
fects. Together, Experiments 1–6 falsified this predic-
tion. In Experiments 1 and 2, participants either solved
a different anagram (hard condition) or the same ana-
gram (easy condition) in the preceding task of each task
trial. In Experiments 3–6, participants typed random ar-
row-key sequences (hard condition) or the same arrow-
key sequence (easy condition) in each task trial. In all
of these experiments, a revelation effect occurred in the
hard condition: The participants provided higher recog-
nition confidence judgments in the task condition than
in the no-task condition. Critically, in Experiments 1–6,
the size of the revelation effect was smaller after an
easy than after a hard preceding task.

Previous studies found a moderating effect of task
difficulty on the size of the revelation effect (Bornstein
& Neely, 2001; Watkins & Peynircioglu, 1990).
However, these studies confounded the revelation effect
with the task-difficulty manipulation. Without this con-
found, previous studies failed to find an effect of task
difficulty on the revelation effect (Niewiadomski &
Hockley, 2001; Verde & Rotello, 2003; Watkins &
Peynircioglu, 1990; Westerman & Greene, 1998). On
the level of individual experiments, the present experi-
ments also found little evidence of a moderating effect
of task difficulty on the revelation effect. An exception
was Experiment 5, in which the hard task elicited a
larger revelation effect than the easy task. However,
when we considered the combined evidence in
Experiments 1–6, hard preceding tasks elicited a three
to five times larger revelation effect than easy preceding

Fig. 2 Effect sizes (Cohen’s d) of the task presence (task vs. no task)
manipulation, shown separately for Experiments 1–6 (squares) and com-
bined across experiments (diamonds), as a function of task difficulty
(hard vs. easy) and response measure (confidence vs. criterion). Error
bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the individual effect sizes.
The width of each diamond symbol represents the 95% confidence inter-
val of the combined effect size. The dotted line marks the null effect.

Relative to easy preceding tasks, hard tasks elicited a larger revelation
effect. In Experiments 1 and 2, participants solved different anagrams
versus the same anagram across test trials (diff. vs. same). In
Experiments 3 and 4, participants typed sequences of four arrow keys
versus one (four vs. one). In Experiments 5 and 6, participants typed
random versus fixed sequences of two arrow keys (random vs. fixed)
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tasks. Importantly, easy preceding tasks were still suffi-
cient to produce a revelation effect. This suggests that
the revelation effect occurs in a gradual rather than an
all-or-nothing fashion.

A limitation of the present research concerns the
operationalization of task difficulty in Experiments 1–
6. Manipulation checks included the time to solve an
anagram (Exps. 1 and 2) and the proportion of correct
keypresses in the arrow-key task (Exps. 3–6). Whereas
the time to solve an anagram indicated that “hard” tasks
were indeed more difficult than “easy” tasks, the pro-
portions of correct keypresses suffered from ceiling ef-
fects. Similar studies did not report manipulation checks
(Niewiadomski & Hockley, 2001; Verde & Rotello,
2003; Watkins & Peynircioglu, 1990; Westerman &
Greene, 1998) making a comparison to the present ex-
periments difficult. Despite these difficulties, the manip-
ulation checks in Experiments 1, 2, and 4 successfully
demonstrated that our hard tasks were indeed harder
than our easy tasks.

Another limitation concerns the experimental para-
digm in the present experiments. Researchers have dis-
tinguished two experimental paradigms in revelation ef-
fect research. In the unrelated paradigm, the stimulus in
the preceding task is unrelated to the recognition probe—
for example, participants first solve a math problem and
then decide whether an unrelated word appeared in the
study list. Conversely, in the related paradigm, the stim-
ulus in the preceding task is identical to the recognition
probe—for example, participants first solve an anagram
and then decide whether the anagram solution appeared
in the study list. Verde and Rotello (2004) found that the
preceding task induces a criterion shift in both para-
digms. However, the participants’ sensitivity decreases
following the preceding task only in the related para-
digm. Thus, the two paradigms have different effects on
recognition memory. Previous studies that investigated
the effect of task difficulty on the revelation effect used
both paradigms (Bornstein & Neely, 2001; Niewiadomski
& Hockley, 2001; Verde & Rotello, 2003; Watkins &
Peynircioglu, 1990; Westerman & Greene, 1998). As we
discussed earlier, these studies either failed to find a link
between task difficulty and the revelation effect or con-
founded task difficulty and task presence. Thus it seems
unlikely that the experimental paradigm has much bear-
ing on the present research. However, the present exper-
iments exclusively represent the unrelated paradigm.
Consequently, we cannot rule out that the present exper-
iments would have turned out differently, had we used
the related paradigm.

Another limitation of the present study concerns the
lack of statistically significant effects on the level of
individual experiments. The moderating effect of task
difficulty on the size of the revelation effect failed con-
ventional levels of significance despite typical or larger
than typical sample sizes for this type of experiment.
This could be taken as evidence that task difficulty
has no influence on the revelation effect. However, this
interpretation neglects several points. Hard preceding
tasks consistently produced larger revelation effects than
easy preceding tasks with the single exception of the
criterion estimates in Experiment 4. Further, combining
the results of even two or three experiments can drasti-
cally decrease the estimation error of effect sizes as
compared to individual experiments (Cumming, 2012).
When we combined the results of the present experi-
ments, we found a significantly larger revelation effect
for hard than for easy preceding tasks. We also found
that easy preceding tasks produced a small but reliable
revelation effect. Overall, the present experiments are
difficult to reconcile with the assumption that the reve-
lation effect is independent of task difficulty. A poten-
tial direction for future research is to include more than
two levels of task difficulty in a single experiment.
Such a study could provide a more precise picture of
the link between task difficulty and the revelation effect.

The present experiments also provide a cautionary tale re-
garding several general methodological issues. The results of
the present experiments demonstrate the degree of uncertainty
associated with the results of single experiments with samples
sizes that are arguably very common in Cognitive Psychology.
In the present study, Experiments 2, 4, and 6 are direct repli-
cations of Experiments 1, 3, and 5. The results between the
original experiments and the replications vary, sometimes
considerably (Cumming, 2012, 2014). This issue is not re-
stricted to the present set of experiments but has been highly
prevalent in psychological research (Open Science
Collaboration, 2015).

The high variability of effect sizes across experiments
can have serious consequences. Consider, for example, a
scenario in which a set of similar experiments with
small variations in the experimental procedure cause p
values for the critical analysis on either side of the
significance criterion (α = .05). Because the significance
test suggests that a result is either significant or not, the
experiments are considered to be inconclusive (Loftus,
1996). Even worse, small variations in the experimental
procedure invite post-hoc hypotheses about what aspect
of the procedure made the effect appear in some exper-
iments but not in other experiments. However, a
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variation in effect sizes is to be expected even in well
executed replications of an experiment (Cumming, 2012,
2014). Another methodological issue concerns the prac-
tice of “cherry picking” results for publication, creating
publication bias. On the level of individual experiments,
the present experiments, when published selectively,
could have supported opposing hypotheses: The revela-
tion effect depends versus does not depend on task dif-
ficulty. However, when combining all available data,
only one conclusion is possible: Hard preceding tasks
produce a larger revelation effect than easy tasks.

With regard to revelation effect hypotheses, the pres-
ent experiments allow several conclusions. According to
the global-matching hypothesis the revelation effect
should not have occurred in Experiments 3–6 because
the arrow-key task has no obvious similarity to the
word material in the study list. However, a robust rev-
e la t ion effec t appeared in these exper iments .
Furthermore, the criterion-flux hypothesis suggests that
the task difficulty threshold for a revelation effect is
low and once this threshold is crossed, the revelation
effect appears at uniform strength. This assumption is
incompatible with the present experiments. Specifically,
when we combined the data of our experiments, a small
but reliable revelation effect in the easy condition ap-
peared. Further, this effect was larger in the hard than
in the easy condition, which suggests that the revelation
effect is gradual rather than all-or-nothing in nature.

Both the familiarity-decrement and discrepancy-attri-
bution hypotheses predicted the data pattern in
Experiments 1–6. However, these hypotheses are vague
in their description of how task difficulty affects the
size of the revelation effect. The familiarity-decrement
hypothesis postulates that the preceding task activates
memory traces. This activation is assumed to compete
with the recognition probe, thus increasing the difficulty
of the recognition judgment. However, in the present
experiments, the preceding task (e.g., arrow keys) was
unrelated to the recognition probe (i.e., a word). Thus,
if one assumes that only highly associated memory
traces can compete with each other, we should not have
observed a revelation effect in the present experiments.
Unfortunately, Hicks and Marsh (1998) did not specify
which memory traces can compete. Consequently, the
present experiments do not necessarily contradict the
familiarity-decrement hypothesis but the vague defini-
tion of “competition” is in itself problematic.

At first glance the concept of fluency—the ease and
speed of information processing—in the discrepancy-at-
tribution hypothesis is more specific about how difficulty

interacts with the revelation effect. However, properly
testing this hypothesis would require a measure of the
temporal development of fluency. Importantly, this mea-
surement would have to be subtle enough so it would not
serve as a preceding task on its own. Without such a
measure, one can only conclude from the presence of a
revelation effect that fluency must have been discrepant
enough. However, this argument amounts to circular rea-
soning, where discrepancy causes the revelation effect,
which in turn indicates the occurrence of discrepancy. It
can also be difficult to derive predictions from fluency-
based accounts due to several mechanisms that have been
suggested to govern the attribution of fluency. Although
fluency is thought to inform judgments of familiarity,
Whittlesea and Williams (2001) suggested that this is
only the case for surpris ing fluency. Similar ly,
Oppenheimer (2006) suggested that fluency can be
discounted if participants become aware of the source
of fluency and decide that this source is not relevant for
their judgment. Unfortunately, participants are also
thought to overdiscount at times; that is, fluency may
actually decrease the perceived familiarity of a stimulus.
A fluency framework that includes all these concepts is in
danger of “explaining” everything but predicting nothing.
In addition, the familiarity-decrement and discrepancy-
attribution hypotheses fail to account for the results of
other studies. Both hypotheses struggle, for example, to
explain why the revelation effect reverses in some cir-
cumstances, resulting in more “new” responses in the
task condition than in the no-task condition (Aßfalg &
Bernstein, 2012).

Conclusion

The present experiments support the familiarity-decrement
and discrepancy-attribution hypotheses. Conversely, the pres-
ent experiments do not support other revelation effect hypoth-
eses that have predicted the absence of a revelation effect or
the absence of a moderating effect of task difficulty on the size
of the revelation effect. A major challenge for future research
will be to introduce formalized hypotheses for the cause of the
revelation effect that can provide more precise predictions and
better testability. Ideally, such hypotheses should be part of
existing formal models of memory.

Author note This research was funded by a German Research
Foundation grant to A.A. (AS 427/1-1) and by the Canada Research
Chairs program to D.M.B. (950-228407).
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